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WHAT FOR?
THE SIR MODEL
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compartmental_models_in_epidemiology#The_SIR_model]
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AND THEN THERE WAS COLOUR
colorsets:
    enum Nodes = {AT, CH, DE, FR, IT};
variables:
    Nodes : x, y;
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colorsets:
enum Nodes = {AT, CH, DE, FR, IT};
Matrix = PROD (Nodes, Nodes);
Connections = Matrix [ (x=AT & (y=CH | y=DE | y=IT) | 
(x=CH & (y=AT | =E | y=FR | y=IT) | . . . ];

9000`AT++
8000`CH++
83000`DE++
65000`FR++
60000`IT++

colorfunction:
bool connected (Nodes p, Nodes q) { (p,q) elemOf Connections };
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Recovered_AT
Recovered_CH
Recovered_IT
Recovered_FR

Infected_AT
Infected_CH
Infected_IT
Infected_FR

Susceptible_AT
Susceptible_CH
Susceptible_IT
Susceptible_FR

Infect
Recover

9000 AT++
8000 CH++
83000 DE++
65000 FR++
60000 IT++
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Susceptible_AT: 9,000
Susceptible_BE: 11,000
Susceptible_CH: 8,000
Susceptible_DE: 83,000
Susceptible_DK: 5,000
Susceptible_ES: 46,000
Susceptible_FR: 65,000
Susceptible_IT: 60,000
Susceptible_NL: 17,000
Susceptible_PT: 10,000

Recovered_AT: 100
Recovered_BE: 140
Recovered_CH: 128
Recovered_DE: 112
Recovered_DK: 294
Recovered_ES: 230
Recovered_FR: 198
Recovered_IT: 160
Recovered_NL: 363
Recovered_PT: 318

Infect_AT: 1
Infect_BE: 1
Infect_CH: 1
Infect_DE: 1
Infect_DK: 1
Infect_ES: 1
Infect_FR: 1
Infect_IT: 1
Infect_NL: 1
Infect_PT: 1
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WHAT NEEDS TO BE CHANGED:

COLOUR SETS + INITIAL MARKING
SIMULATING AND ANALYSING PANDEMIC MODELS
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How to unfold efficiently?
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